). DoThe tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) flavivirus contains main I is a ␤ barrel, from which emanate two long loops two transmembrane proteins, E and M. Coexpression that form the extended, finger-like domain II. Domain of E and the M precursor (prM) leads to secretion III, which follows domains I and II in the polypeptide of recombinant subviral particles (RSPs). In the most chain, has an Ig-like fold and bears the presumptive common form of these RSPs, analyzed at a 19 Å resolureceptor binding site. The putative fusion peptide at the tion by cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), 60 copies tip of domain II is buried at the dimer interface, opposite of E pack as dimers in a T ϭ 1 icosahedral surface the domain-I/domain-III boundary of the partner subunit. lattice (outer diameter, 315 Å ). Fitting the high-resoluAn assembling flavivirus particle is believed to acquire tion structure of a soluble E fragment into the RSP its envelope by budding through the membrane of the density defines interaction sites between E dimers, endoplasmic reticulum or an intermediate compartment positions M relative to E, and allows assignment of of the early secretory pathway. In this compartment, transmembrane regions of E and M. Lateral interacmembrane-bound heterodimers of E and a second protions among the glycoproteins stabilize this capsidless tein known as prM (precursor of M) interact with nucleoparticle; similar interactions probably contribute to ascapsid components (the capsid protein and RNA) to sembly of virions. The structure suggests a picture for assemble into immature virions (reviewed by Rice, 1996). These particles are transported through the Golgi, where trimer association under fusion-inducing conditions. furin-mediated cleavage of prM to M converts the particles to the mature form, primed to undergo a fusionactivating transition (Stadler et al., 1997).
of that of the whole virion; their density is 1.14 g/cm 3 in sucrose, compared with 1.19 for the virion (Allison et al., 1995b; Schalich et al., 1996) . The RSPs contain a lipid membrane and lack detectable nucleic acid. Studies with conformation-sensitive and virus-neutralizing monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have shown that the structure of E on the RSP is very similar to that on the virion. E on both RSPs and virions displays closely related changes in conformational and oligomeric state when exposed to acidic pH ( that the size heterogeneity of preparations increased when they were subjected to repeated rounds of centrifugation or when they were not vitrified immediately. We taining the envelope proteins but lacking the nucleocapdeveloped a rapid isolation procedure involving polyethsid. These particles are smaller than virions and possess ylene glycol (PEG) precipitation and sucrose gradient hemagglutinating activity (Russell et al., 1980). Similar centrifugation (see Experimental Procedures), which secreted particles derived from several different flaviviproduced the relatively well-defined particle size distriruses (see Schalich et al., 1996 and references therein) bution shown in Figure 2C . The best preparations had have been produced in recombinant form by coexpresprotein concentrations of 10-50 mg/ml. Analysis by sion of prM and E in cell culture, demonstrating that SDS-PAGE (data not shown) revealed major bands for these proteins are intrinsically capable of forming spe-E and M, which accounted for more than 90% of the cific particulate structures in the absence of other viral protein in the preparation. Some minor bands of impuricomponents. These particles, which apparently arise ties were evident, but there was no band corresponding by capsid-independent budding, are assembled in an to prM. Thus, the majority of M had been processed to immature form and undergo the same maturation proits mature form. This conclusion was supported by lack cess as whole virions, including glycosylation, carbohyof reactivity with a mAb specific for prM (a kind gift of C. drate processing, and prM cleavage. Immunization with Schmaljohn, USAMRIID). Using a panel of conformationrecombinant subviral particles (RSPs) shows them to specific mAbs, we confirmed that the RSPs had the be excellent protective immunogens in animal models expected reactivity patterns at both neutral and acidic (Konishi et the atomic coordinates are rotated through all possible orientations and translations in the icosahedral asymmetric unit, and the goodness of fit is described by an agreement factor and by a density overlap (Cheng et Three-Dimensional Image Reconstruction To establish the icosahedral symmetry of the RSP, we al., 1995). In the present case, the only degrees of freedom are rotations of the model about the icosahedral proceeded as follows. We first used cross-correlation with a 315 Å diameter disk to segregate a subpopulation 2-fold axis and translations along it. The 20 best solutions were then refined by a local search algorithm, and of images with well-defined diameter and circular profile (see Experimental Procedures). We then analyzed these the number of overlapping residues between symmetryrelated molecules was used to evaluate the physical images by the self-common lines and cross-common lines methods (Crowther, 1971; Fuller et al., 1996) . Selfplausibility of each solution. The program also carries out a systematic search for the effects of small variations common lines analysis generates an orientation for an icosahedrally symmetric particle that is consistent with in scale factor (magnification), and it permits verification of the hand of the map. The overall best fit had a scale the observed image. Cross-common lines analysis compares the information in one particle with that in another, factor of 2.92 Å /pixel (versus the nominal 2.8 Å /pixel used initially), with an agreement of 61.3% (where 100% using the assumption of icosahedral symmetry. The relatively low signal-to-noise ratio in an unstained image would signify perfect agreement). The result of the automatic fitting is shown in Figure  makes the use of cross-common lines a more reliable Figure 6C ). It is reasonable to assign the latter set to mentally determined density of the RSP. One difference visible from the outside is a feature near the 3-fold, M and the former to E, and we do so in the diagram in Figure 7A . The five transmembrane features assigned which we interpret as M and discuss in greater detail in the following section.
to E subunits related by a 5-fold axis terminate in a highdensity region (8900 Å 3 , equivalent to 7.5 kDa or 1.5 kDa/E monomer) on the inner surface of the bilayer, Other Components of the Particle Two features outside the membrane bilayer cannot be consistent with the possibility that in these particles, the C-terminal hydrophobic segments of E remain clusascribed to sE in the fit just outlined. The first lies directly below the C terminus of the sE model ( Figure 6A ). It tered on the inner surface of the bilayer. A combination of fitting the sE model and difference occupies about 2650 Å 3 (equivalent to 2.2 kDa) and probably corresponds to the portion of the E ectodomain imaging has thus allowed us to define the positions of all of the components of the RSP. A part of the derived (the "stem") that is not included in the sE tryptic fragment. The second is a set of three tear drop-shaped structure is shown schematically in Figure 7A . In the complete RSP, 30 E dimers, centered on the 2-fold axes densities surrounding the particle 3-fold axis ( Figure 6B ). These densities each have a volume of 8500 Å 3 (equivaof the particle, make contacts with their neighbors near the 5-fold axes. The 60 copies of M are arranged in lent to 7 kDa). We assign them to the portions of M that project outside the membrane bilayer. Adjacent E groups of three near the 3-fold axes and are bordered by domains I and II of neighboring E protein subunits. dimers form a triangle that encloses the features interpreted as M. The surfaces of E that might contact M The 120 transmembrane features all enter the membrane separately. include parts of domains I and II.
Discussion
We have analyzed the most prevalent type of particle found in rapidly prepared TBE RSPs. It is icosahedrally symmetric and capsidless. Formation of capsidless particles is common among the flaviviruses, but it also occurs, for example, in cells infected with hepatitis B virus (reviewed by Ganem, 1996) . The budding and symmetry of the TBE RSP are evidently determined by regular, lateral interactions among the E and M (or prM) subunits. During budding of alphaviruses, a preformed capsid is believed to dictate the symmetrical arrangement of the glycoprotein "spikes" (Garoff et al., 1998) ; lateral interactions within the "skirt" region of the glycoprotein layer also appear to participate in assembly (Cheng et al.,  1995; Fuller et al., 1995; Mancini et al., 2000) . A recently characterized mutant of Semliki Forest virus defective in capsid assembly yields correctly formed particles with normal protein stoichiometry, but budding and particle formation still require interaction of the glycoprotein spike with the capsid subunit (Forsell et al., 2000) . The heterogeneity of the RSPs in a typical preparation may in part reflect imprecision of assembly but probably also reflects the observed instability of the particles. The structure we have determined is that of the most regular particles in a rapidly prepared sample, and hence we believe that it reveals specific interactions among the surface proteins and that many of these contacts are conserved in complete virions.
The interactions between E dimers on the surface of the RSP involve principally a set of contacts between the bc loop ( Figure 1B; Rey et al., 1995) of domain II on one subunit and the region where domains I and III meet on a subunit of the adjacent dimer. The contacting subunits are related by a 3-fold axis. The fit to the reconstruction is not precise enough to specify particular side chain interactions, but the general complementarity of the two surfaces (convex bc loop and concave notch between domains I and III) is evident in Figure 4C . The bc loop is poorly ordered in the crystals of sE dimers, and its conformation may adapt to the contact within the assembled particle. The adjacent cd loop contains the putative fusion peptide ( Figure 4C ). The fusion peptide of one E monomer is thus sandwiched between parts of two other E monomers in the RSP (and probably in the virion as well; see below), and its exposure during the low-pH-triggered conformational transition requires Figure 5C shows a T ϭ 3 packing of E dimers that is quasiequivalent to the dimer arrangement in the ments from adjacent dimers or that the surface packing of the dimers stabilizes a loop or other antigenic struc-RSP structure ( Figure 5A ). The proposed similarity of RSP and virion surfaces can also account for the closely ture within a single subunit. In either case, the data support the notion that there is an arrangement of E related fusion activities of the two (Corver et al., 2000) . One particularly noteworthy feature of the packing of dimers in virions that is quasiequivalent to the one we have found in RSPs and that presence or absence of a E in the RSP is the accessibility of the lateral surface on domain III, which includes ␤ sheet CFG. This surface core determines the observed design. The diameter of the virions (500 Å ) would permit such quasiequivalence has been implicated in receptor binding (Rey et al., 1995) . It also contains sites for escape mutations for the within a T ϭ 3 icosahedral lattice, and we believe that this is the most likely picture for the organization of E neutralizing mAbs B1 and B4 (residues 389 and 384, respectively). These mAbs bind virions and RSPs to the in the virion. The only other plausible alternative, T ϭ 4, would require a somewhat larger particle. By extension, same extent. Moreover, B1 has been detected, bound to the distal tips of an isolated sE dimer, by rotary shad-M is likely to occupy local 3-fold positions. Capsid proteins of many icosahedral viruses form larger or smaller owing electron microscopy (T. Kirchhausen and F. R., unpublished data). The neutralizing properties of B1 icosahedral particles, depending on assembly condi- show that it also gains access to its epitope on intact tional change in immature virions, would restrict the lateral freedom of E and could thus prevent loosening virus particles. Indeed, the "holes" around the 5-fold axes of the T ϭ 1 surface lattice of the RSP, and the of the 2-fold contacts. The presence of prM alters the reactivity of certain mAbs with epitopes in domain II presumed holes around the five-and local 6-fold axes of the virion surface lattice, ensure exposure of the CFG (Heinz et al., 1994) . The domain of prM that is lost after activation blocks epitopes on domain II. We imagine that sheet, both to receptors and antibodies.
A significant property of the structure we have derived a domain of prM protrudes from its 3-fold-proximal stem across the outer surface of the domain-II "finger" and for RSPs is that there are dimer and trimer contacts, but no interactions between 5-fold-related ectodoeither blocks access to epitopes in domain II or interacts with E to alter their conformations. mains. The only apparent 5-fold interaction is at the inner leaflet of the bilayer. When exposed to low pH, The packing of E in the RSP surface can thus account for the antigenic and fusogenic properties shared by the lattice of E proteins on the surface of TBE undergoes the fusion-inducing conformational rearrangement. The RSPs and virions. We further suggest that the 3-foldrelated interactions between dimers, seen in our strucdimer contacts loosen, while trimer contacts remain or increase, and detergent solubilization of virions exposed ture and postulated to be present as quasiequivalent contacts in virions, are significant for RSP and virion to low pH yields trimeric, rather than dimeric, E (Allison et al., 1995a). RSPs undergo a similar conformational assembly as well as for the fusion transition. prM, which we predict from its deduced location would enhance transition, as expected if the interactions in RSPs and virions are quasiequivalent. Loosening of the dimer inand direct the trimer contacts, is essential for correct formation of both kinds of particle. The presence of terface could still leave the trimer associations, involving the bc loop of domain II and the surface of domains I capsid appears to determine the size of the virion, but it is not required to stabilize the lateral interactions necand III (see in Figure 7B ), as well as potential trimer interactions mediated by M. A segment of polypeptide essary for particle formation. How might we picture the low-pH-triggered reorganichain (the "stem") just C-terminal to domain III and absent from the trypsin-derived sE fragment may be rezation that leads to fusion? The known characteristics of this transition are as follows. First, low pH destabilizes quired for trimer formation after exposure to low pH (Stiasny et al., 1996; Allison et al., 1999). It is possible the dimer interface found in sE. Second, trimeric interactions are strengthened. In experiments with soluble that as it leaves domain III, the E polypeptide chain extends laterally beneath domain II of the 3-fold-related forms of E, at least part of the stem (up to residue 413) appears to be involved in trimer interactions. The distal monomer, thereby reinforcing the trimer contact ( Figure  7A ). This postulated interaction can account for a role stem (residues 414-448) and the transmembrane anchor (residues 449-472) are not required for trimerization in of the stem in trimer formation.
We have assigned the M protein to density around solution, however (Allison et al., 1999). As described above, the packing of E derived from our reconstruction the 3-fold positions of the RSP lattice. The presence of uncleaved prM, which inhibits the low-pH conformayields a logical model for the trimer formed at low pH 
